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Abstract 
The instability of the steady states with nonconstant amplitude is analysed for 
a nonlocal Ginzburg-Landau equation with real coefficients and quasiperiodic 
boundary conditions. The results are obtained in terms of easily recognized, 
qualitative properties of the steady states. Some of the results are new, even for 
the standard (local) Ginzburg-Landau equation with real coefficients. A related 
Ginzburg-Landau equation coupled to a mean fleld is also considered that 
appears in the analyses of counter-propagating waves in extended systems, 
nonoscillatory instabilities with a conservation law, and viscous Faraday waves 
in large aspect ratio containers. 

Mathematics Subject Classiflcation: 35B35, 35K20, 35G40, 76E30 

1. Introduction 

This paper deals with the stability of the steady states of several problems related to the standard 
Ginzburg-Landau equation, 

At = Axx + fzA-\A\2A, (1.1) 

which appears as a universal equation near certain steady bifurcation points in extended 
systems [1,2], in which the state variable u can be written as 

u = u0Aelkx +c.c. + •• •, (1.2) 

where «o is an eigenfunction at marginal instability, and the complex amplitude A depends 
weakly on both space and time. Equation (1.1) also appears in Floquet problems near marginal 
instability associated with the Floquet multiplier — 1; in this case, the description (1.2) is still 
valid, but now the eigenfunction «o is periodic in time. Equation (l.l)hasreceivedtremendous 
attention in the literature in the last 30 years. The coefficients of Axx and \A\2A have been set 
to one by rescaling t, /x, and A, which requires that these two coefficients be real. 



The results below are new for equation (1.1) as well, but the main part of the paper 
(section 2) is concerned with the following nonlocal equation, with quasiperiodic boundary 
conditions: 

A, = Axx + fiA- \A\2A + r{\A\2}A, A(x + 1, í) = évA{x, í), (1.3) 

where A is complex, the coefflcients \x and r are real, and (•> denotes hereinafter the spatial 
average 

( / ) = í f fo
jo 

A is usually the complex amplitude of a slowly varying wavetrain in a periodic médium. 
The spatial period L must be large compared to the wavelength of the basic wavetrain, and 
the spatial detuning v measures the mismatch between both, namely v = kL (mod2;r), as 
obtained imposing spatial periodicity and invoking (1.2). Note that v is generically nonzero if 
L is (large but) flnite, as is usually the case in practice, and can always be selected such that 

—Tt < V ^ Tt. 

The nonlocal problem (1.3) appears in a natural way [3-6] in the analysis of certain systems 
of coupled Ginzburg-Landau equations accounting for counter-propagating wavetrains [2], in 
the generic case in which the group velocity is of order one, and the length of the system is 
large but not too large [6]. But, in this case, the coefflcients in (1.3a) are generally complex, 
and their being real is just a particular (codimension-four) case. There are cases in which 
equation (1.3a) is obtained with real coefflcients from the outset: (i) in steady bifurcations 
of systems involving nonlocal terms from the outset (e.g. ferromagnetic resonance or current 
instability [7]), and (ii) in the analysis of standing, viscous Faraday waves [8-11] near threshold 
in appropriately large, two-dimensional, annular containers, as recently shown in [12]. Let 
us recall here that these waves appear in the surface of the liquid in a vertically vibrating 
container when the forcing acceleration exceeds a threshold valué. The system exhibits a 
slowly varying (in both space and time) free surface deflection / associated with a mean 
flow, whose evolution is coupled with that of the complex amplitude of the surface waves, B, 
according to (after appropriate scaling [12]) 

Bt = Bxx + iJ,B-y0\B\2B-fB, ft = Ylfxx - y2(\B\2)xx, (1.4) 

B(x + l,t) = évB{x,t), f(x+l,t) = f(x,t), ( / } = 0 , (1.5) 

where yo, Y\ > 0, y2, and / are real. Since this is a problem dealing with periodic waves, 
it may appear strange at flrst sight that the dynamics is described by the same equation as in 
steady bifurcation, but this is just a Floquet problem, with the instability setting in through 
the Floquet multiplier - 1 , as in the simpler case explained after equation (1.2). In some 
limits (e.g. if viscosity is somewhat small, but not too small, in order to avoid a more complex 
structure of both the amplitude equations [13,14] and the mean flow [15,16]), y\ and y2 are 
large, and the free surface deflection becomes slaved to surface waves as 

y2(\B\2 - {\B\2)) 
f = , (1.6) 

Y\ 
where the nonlocal term results from volume conservation (1.5c). Substitution of (1.6) 
into (1.4) leads to (1.3) after re-scaling if y0Ki + Yi > 0; if instead yoKi + Yi < 0, then 
weobtain (cf (1.3)) 

A, = Axx + fiA+\A\2A-r{\A\2}A, A(x + 1, í) = évA{x, t). (1.7) 



This problem is also of interest because it exhibits nontrivial exponentially stable steady states if 
r > 1 (seebelow). Equations(1.4)-(1.5)applytovariouspatternformationproblems [17-19], 
and similar Ginzburg-Landau equations coupled to a mean fleld appear in, e.g., Bénard-
Marangoni convection [20,21]. A mean fleld also appears in, e.g., convection in rotating 
annuli [22], and related (but different) nonlocal Ginzburg-Landau equations are also obtained 
in reaction-diffusion systems [23]. 

The steady states of (1.3) are calculated in terms of elliptic functions [18], but the interest 
of these is limited unless they are stable and checking this is not trivial. The main object of 
this paper is to obtain useful stability results in terms of easily recognized properties of the 
steady states. In particular, we shall prove that if T > 0 then all steady states of (1.3) such 
that \A\is nonconstant are ¡instable (fheorem 2.14). This is the main result of the paper. This 
property (which has been said to be 'well-known' by heuristic arguments [24]) solves an open 
problem for the standard, local (T = 0) Ginzburg-Landau equation with real coefflcients in a 
(large but) bounded domain. A related result that applies in an unbounded domain has been 
rigorously pro ved by Doelman et al [25]. They considered spatially quasiperiodic steady 
states of (1.1) and imposed an independent spatial quasiperiodicity condition on the linearized 
eigenvalue problem associated with linear stability. In our notation, the latter was posed by 
equations (2.9)-(2.10) below (with Y = 0), but with boundary conditions (cf (2.11)) 

X{x + l) = yX{x)év, Y(x +1) = yY{x)&-iv, (1.8) 

where y e C is such that \y\ = 1. The eigenvalues of (1.8), (2.9)-(2.10) were called 
y-eigenvalues in [25] and the main result was that if \AS\ is not constant and f / 1 , then 
fhere is a strictly positive (real) y-eigenvalue. This implies that the steady state is unstable in 
the laterally unbounded case, but not as a solution of (1.1) with boundary conditions (l.3b) 
because y / 1 . The result does not apply to the case y = 1, and neither can it be extended to 
this case in an obvious way [25, pp 513^1] because the proof essentially relies on the property 
that X = 0 is not an eigenvalue, which is untrue if y = 1 (see below). The stability of 
some steady states of (1.4)—(1.5), with v = 0, B real (quite a strong restriction that requires 
that the length of the spatial domain be commensurable with the wavelength of the basic 
wave, which is nongeneric and greatly simplifles the analysis) has been recently analysed by 
Norburyeía/ [26]; in addition, they considered the limit |/x| ~^> 1, which with their non-
dimensionalization corresponds to L ~^> 1. 

The analysis below relies on the fact that the coefflcients are real. This will allow a not 
too sophisticated proof of the main results, but these are still nontrivial because 

(a) The system of real equations obtained from (1.3) for the real and imaginary parts of the 
complex amplitude A is not cooperative. Thus, máximum principies cannot be used, 
and standard results ensuring that the eigenfunctions associated with the most dangerous 
eigenvalue have a constant sign do not apply. The latter property is essential in the proof 
of classical results on the instability of nonconstant steady states of real second-order 
parabolic equations with periodic boundary conditions. 

(b) X = 0 is always an eigenvalue of the linearized problem (see below). Thus, topological 
continuation methods, based on the invariance of the number of eigenvalues in a 
domain £ of the complex plañe (X¡ : Ot(A.) > 0 in the present context) under appropriate 
transformations, must be handled with care because this argument requires the absence of 
eigenvalues in the boundary of X¡. The presence of the zero eigenvalue instead will be an 
advantage, as will be seen below. 

Using standard results on semi-linear parabolic problems [27, theorem 3.3.4, pp 55-6] 
(in conjunction with local parabolic estimates [28] and imbedding theorems [29]) we readily 
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see that for appropriate initial conditions, the problems (1.3), (1.4)—(1.5), and (1.7) possess a 
unique classical solution in a maximal interval of existence 0 < í < T < oo, and that either 
T = oo or the solution diverges as t / T; also, standard estimates show that the former 
alternative holds for (1.3) if r < 1 and for (1.4)—(1.5) if (y\ > O and) y\ + Yi > 0. The fhree 
problems admit a Lyapunov function, as seen from the exact relations 

d 

di 
|Ax |2>-/z<|A|2>± 

TOA 2\2 

-2(|Ar| 

where the + and - signs apply for (1.3) and (1.7), respectively. For (1.4)—(1.5), the relevant 
relation is 

d 

di 

9 9 Yo{\B\4) yiiéi 

2y2 

9 (<t>7) -2(\Bt\
2)+y-^ 

Yi 

with (p = f0 f(r¡, t) ár¡, and defines a Lyapunov function provided that Y2 < 0. Thus, using 
standard results on infinite dimensional (gradient) dynamical systems [30, p 50, lemma 3.8.2], 
we see that the &>-limit set of the bounded orbits of the dynamical systems associated with (1.3) 
and (1.7) is contained in the set of steady states; the same is true for (1.4)—(1.5) provided 
that y2 < 0. 

The problems (1.3) and (1.7) are invariant under the actions 

x ^ x + ci (for all Q e R); A ^ AéCl (for all c2 e R); 
x -> —x; and A ^ Á. 

These result from invariance under spatial translations and reflection of the original problem 
from which (1.3) and (1.7) have been derived, and will play an important role below. Similarly, 
(1.4)—(1.5) are invariant under the actions 

x -> x + cx (for all cx e R); B -> fieiC2 (for all c2 e R); 

x -> —x; and B -> B. 

Because of these, the steady states are not isolated. For each steady state of (1.3) and (1.7) 
(resp., (1.4)—(1.5)) such that \A\ (resp., \B\) is nonconstant, these actions genérate a whole 
2-torus of steady states; if \A\ (resp., \B\) is constant, the actions still genérate a circle of 
steady states. But generically we expect that these 2-tori and circles will be isolated. In this 
case, we can apply [27, pp 108-9 and pp 174-5] to show that all bounded solutions converge 
to steady states as t ->- oo. Thus, excluding unbounded solutions, the large time dynamics 
of the problems (1.3), (1.7), and (1.4)—(1.5) are dominated by the steady states, provided 
that Yi < 0. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Several linear stability results on (1.3) 
are obtained in section 2, where in addition to the main result (theorem 2.14), which applies for 
T > 0, we ensure instability of the steady states with nonconstant |A|, without any restriction 
on the sign of Y provided that (i) \A\ is not too large and the phase of A increases more than 
n in each period (proposition 2.7), or (ii) the phase of A either is constant or does not vary 
much (proposition 2.8), which in particular contains all instability results in [26]), or (iii) the 
function x ->- |A(x)| exhibits at least two máxima in each period (proposition 2.10). For 
completeness, the stability properties of the spatially constant steady states of (1.3) (already 
obtained by Elmer [7]) are also considered in proposition 2.3. The counterparts of these results 
for equation (1.7) and the system (1.4)—(1.5) are obtained in sections 3 and 4, respectively, and 
some concluding remarks are made in section 5. 



(2.3) 

2. Steady states of (1.3) and their linear stability 

The nontrivial (As not identically zero) steady states of (1.3) satisfy 

A<< + ,xAs-\As\
2As + r(\As\

2}As = 0, As(x + 1) = eIUAs(x), (2.1) 

and can be written as 

As = Rs(x)¿eÁX\ (2.2) 

where Rs and 9S are given by 

< - Rs6's
2 + fj,Rs - R3

S + T{R2)RS = 0, Rs6's' + 2R'S6'S = 0, 

Rs(x + 1) = Rs(x), 9s(x + 1) = 9s(x) + v(mod27r). 

From these equations we readily obtain the following properties, which are collected here for 
convenience. 

Lemma 2.1. The nontrivial steady states of(1.3) are analytic and such that: 

(i) IfAs(xi) = 0 then A's(x{) = [R's(x{) + iRs(xiX(Xl)]&e^ ± 0. 
(ii) Each solution is such that either (a) 9S = constant (which requires that either v = 0 or 

n), with Rs possibly not of constant sign, or (b) both 9's ^ 0 and Rs ^ Ofor all x. In the 
second case, we have 

R" - c2R73 + pRs - R] + T(R2)RS = 0, Rs(x + 1) = Rs(x), 

Jo 
9 = c I R2dx+ constant, 

(2.4) 

where the constant c is given by 

v + 2nn 

(R72) 
withn = 0,±l,±2,.... (2.5) 

(iü) If R's(xi) = 0, then the steady state is reflection-symmetric aroundx\, namely (see (1.9)) 

Rs(xi -z) = Rs(xi +z), 9s(xi - z) = 29s(xi)-9s(xi+z) forallzeR. 

Proof. As is analytic because its real and imaginary parts are solutions of a system of ODEs 
with analytic coefflcients [31]. 

Property (i) follows because if both As and A's are zero at x\, then As is identically 
zero by uniqueness of the Cauchy problem posed by (2.1a) with initial conditions 
As(xi) = A's(xi) = 0. 

In order to prove (ii) note that, according to equation (2.3b), if Rs ^ 0 and 9's ̂  0 for 
some x0 e R, then, in an interval / including x0 we have 

R2
S9'S = c , (2.6) 

for some constant c ^ 0, as obtained upon integration of (2.3b). Also, obviously, either we 
can take / = R or one of the end-points of / , say x0, is such that Rs -+ 0 as x -+ x0; but the 
second alternative requires that 9's = c/Rs -+ oo as x ->- x0, which cannot happen because 
the function x ->- As(x) is analytic. Thus, Rs ^ 0 and 9's ^ 0 are well deflned in R, and 
using (2.3) and (2.6) we readily obtain (2.4) and (2.5). 

Finally, property (iü) follows by uniqueness of the Cauchy problem posed by (2.1a), with 
initial data at x = x\, and invariance of (2.1) under (1.9). This completes the proof. D 



Figure 1. Unstable ( ) and stable ( ) spatially uniform SWs of (1.3) for: (a) F > 1 and 
(b) r < 1. Plot (b) also applies to the system (1.4)—(1.5) (replacing A by B) provided that Y2 < 0 
and yon + K2 > 0. 

Remark 2.2. Property (iii) implies that if Rs is not constant, and exhibits two consecutive 
máxima at x = x\ and x\ + i, then the function Rs exhibits two minima at x = x\ ± 1/2, and 
is £-periodic. 

The trivial steady state of (1.3), As = 0, is exponentially stable if and only if \x < v2. 
There are also steady states with constant amplitude, of the form 

A n 0i(v+2njt)x 

with R„ > 0 given by 

¡JL= {v + 2nn)2 + (1 

for« = 0, ±1 ,±2, . . . 

T)R2
n. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

These are in branches that bifúrcate from the trivial branch at ¡JL = (v + 2rnt)2, super-
critically if Y < 1 and sub-critically if T > 1 (see figure 1). In addition, there are 
steady states with nonconstant amplitude. These do not bifúrcate from the trivial branch 
if v ,é 0, n; if v = 0 (resp., v = n) instead there are infinitely many branches of steady 
states with nonconstant amplitude and constant phase that bifúrcate from the trivial branch at 
ix = (2«7t)2 (resp., \x = (2n-l)27t2). These statements follow by a standard local bifurcation 
analysis. 

The linear stability of a nontrivial steady state As is analysed as usual, replacing A — As 

by X(x)eXt + Y(x)eXt in (1.3) and linearizing, to obtain 

|2> - 2|AS|2)X - A2Y + T{ÁSX + ASY)AS, xx = x" + (¡j, + r( \AS . , 

^ = r / + (/x + r<|As|
2> 

X(x + 1) = X{x)év, 

- 2\AS\
2)Y - Á2X + F{ÁSX + ASY)ÁS, 

Y(x+1) = Y(x)e~iv. 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

This problem is solved in closed form if As is as given in (2.7)-(2.8). In this case, the 
eigenfunctions are of the form X = XoAse

2mnx and Y = YoÁse
2mnx, where the wavenumber 

m must be an integer, and X0 and Y0 are complex constants. The dispersión relation is 

[A.+ (l -T)R2
nf = (1 -T)2RA

n ifm = 0, 
(2.12) 

Ck + Am27T2 + R2
n)

2 = 16m27r2(v + 2rm)2 + R* \ím =é 0. 



Note that X = 0 is always an eigenvalue (for m = 0), but this must be excluded in the stability 
analysis because it results from invariance under (1.9a). The following result was already 
obtained by Elmer [7]. 

Proposition 2.3. If Y > 1 then all steady states oftheform (2.7) are exponentially unstable. 
If T < 1 then the steady states (2.7) are: (i) orbitally exponentially stable ifeither n = 0 or 
n ,é 0 and 

R2
n > 2{v + 2mtf - 2n2 

and (ii) exponentially unstable ifn=^0 and the opposite inequality holds (see figure 1). 

Proof. The (always real) eigenvalue X is obtained in closed form from (2.12), and the stated 
result is readily checked. D 

In fact, the eigenvalues of (2.9)-(2.11) are all real also for the remaining steady states, 
with nonconstant \AS\. This is seen from the following equation: 

X(\X\2 + \Y\2) = -{\X'\2 + \Y'\2) + <(/x+ r<|As|
2> - 2|AS|2)(|X|2 + \Y\2)) 

-{A2XY + ce.) + r\{ÁsX + ASY)\2, (2.13) 

which is obtained (exploiting the fact that (2.7)-(2.8) is self-adjoint with the inner product 
of L2 x L2) by multiplying (2.9) by X and (2.10) by Y, adding, integrating in 0 < x < 1, 
integrating by parts, and substituting (2.11). Since X is real, we can add (2.9) to the complex 
conjúgate of (2.10), add (2.11a) to the complex conjúgate of (2.11¿>), and substitute X + Y by 
X, to reduce (2.9)—(2.11) to the simpler eigenvalue problem 

XX = X"+(ji+r{\As\
2} -2\AS\

2)X - A2X + T{ÁSX + ASX}AS, (2.14) 

X (x + 1) = X (x)eiv. (2.15) 

Conversely, if (2.14)-(2.15) hold then X and Y = X satisfy (2.9)-(2.11). Thus, the spectra of 
(2.9)-(2.11) and (2.14)-(2.15) coincide. 

Remarks 2.4. 

(A) The eigenspaces of (2.14)-(2.15) are spanned by a set of linearly independent 
eigenfunctions with real coefflcients. In fact, because of the term proportional to X, the 
eigenvalue problem (2.14)-(2.15) is not linear in a standard complex function space. This 
problem must be treated in the 'real' function spaces obtained when the sets of complex 
valued functions Ck and Hk are considered as vector spaces over the field R (instead of 
C). The eigenfunctions associated with different eigenvalues are orthogonal to each other 
with the 'real' inner product 

1 f1 -
(X1,X2) = - / (XiX2 + c.c.)d*. 

¿ Jo 

(B) If As is a nontrivial steady state of (1.3) then X = 0 is always an eigenvalue, with 
eigenfunctions 

X = A's (if As =é constant) and X = iAs, (2.16) 

which result from invariance of the original problem under the actions (1.9a) and (13b). If 
| As | is constant then the eigenfunctions (2.16) are proportional to each other, but otherwise 
they are linearly independent. 



The eigenfunctions (2.16) and invariance under (1.9) must be taken into account to obtain 
the following stability result: 

Lemma 2.5. Ifthe zero eigenvalue of(2.14)-(2.15) has no other eigenfunctions than (2.16), 
and the remaining eigenvalues are negative, then the steady state As is locally, 'orbitally 
exponentially stable ', with 'asymptoticphase'. Ifthe system (2.14)-(2.15) has a strictly positive 
eigenvalue, then the steady state is locally, exponentially unstable. 

Proof. This result follows from [27, pp 108-9 and pp 174-5]. D 

Now, standard results on compact, self-adjoint operators and a standard variational 
argument [32-34] show that the eigenvalues of (2.14)-(2.15) are such that (cf (2.13)) 
^{\X\2) = —A(X), where the quadratic functional A is deflned as 

, 9 9 9 9 (Á]X2+c.c.)-Y(ÁsX + c.c)2 

A(X) = (\X'\2) - <(/x + r<|As|
2> - 2|AS|2)|X|2> + ^ ' 

(2.17) 

and the máximum eigenvalue is given by 

| A{X) . 
XM = _ m i n ] ^ ^ : 0 / X e Hl,X{x+l) = évX{x) for allx [ . (2.18) 

l ( | X | > J 
The minimizers are precisely the eigenfunctions associated with kM, and are analytic even 
though the minimum in (2.18) is taken in H1. These are the key ingredients to prove the 
instability results below. 

Lemma 2.6. Let As be a nontrivial solution of(2.1), and let X be afunction of H1 such that 
X(x + 1) = elvX(x) for all x, and either (i) A(X) < 0, or (ii) X is not an eigenfunction 
of (2.14)-(2.15) (which happens in particular if X is not analytic) and A(X) = 0. Then 
(2.14)-(2.15) has a strictly positive eigenvalue. 

Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of the facts that (a) (2.18) provides the largest 
eigenvalue of (2.14)-(2.15), and (b) the minimizers in (2.18) are the eigenfunctions associated 
with A.M- • 

Using this, we flrst extend a part of the instability result in proposition 2.3 to steady 
states with nonconstant \AS\: if n ^ 0 and \AS\ is sufflciently small, then the steady state is 
exponentially unstable. 

Proposition 2.7. Shift x so that Rs is an evenfunction ofx (which according to lemma 2.1 (iii) 
is always possible). Let the integer n, deflned in (2.5), be such that \ v + 2nn \ > n. Then, the 
steady states deflned by (2.2), (2.4) and (2.5), with Rs ^ Ofor all x, are exponentially unstable 
provided that 

<#s
4(l-cos27rx)} ^ 4 J Z - ( - - ^ - n(R2

S) . (2.19) 

Proof. Let X = iJRse
i(^+2mjrx) and Y = iRse

ie% with m = - (v + 2nn)/\v + 2nn\ (= ±1). 
Since Y is an eigenfuction of (2.14)—(2.15) associated with the zero eigenvalue (remark 2.4(B)), 
according to our comments above, we have A(Y) = 0. But, also, invoking the deflnition (2.17) 
we obtain, after some algebra, 

-A(X) = A(Y) - A(X) = (R2
S[6? - (6's + 2m7r)2]} - {R4

s(l - cos4mjrx)), (2.20) 



where we have taken into account that Rs and eos 2mjrx are even in x, and sin 2mjrx is odd. But 

(R2[6? - {6's + 2mjr)2]) = {R2[-4mjr6^ - (2mjr)2]) = -Amnc - {R2)(2mjr)2 

= — 5 --4n2(R2
s) 

as obtained invoking (2.5), (2.6), and the deflnition of m above. Using this, (2.19) and (2.20), 
we obtain A(X) < 0 and we only need to apply lemma 2.6 to obtain the stated result. Thus, 
the proof is complete. D 

The remaining part of the instability result in proposition 2.3 is extended in the following 
proposition. 

Proposition 2.8. A steady state of(1.3) is ¡instable if \AS \ is not constant and either: 

(i) The phase of As is constant (namely, As = Rse
l9o

7 with Rs not necessarily of constant 
sign and 60 = constant, which requires that either v = 0 or n), or 

(ii) As = Rse
w*, with 6S nonconstant, and (R2R'2) + (V - 1)[<9S(1) - 0s(O)]2/<^72>2 > 0. 

Proof. Let us flrst see that all steady states are unstable if 

{A2Á'2 + ce.) - | {ÁSA'S - c.c>2 > 0. (2.21) 

To this end, we apply lemma 2.6, taking into account that since Y = A's is an eigenfunction 
of (2.14)-(2.15) associated with the zero eigenvalue (remark 2.4(B)), we have A{Y) = 0, and 
that X = iY satisfles 

A{X) = A{X) - A(Y) = - {A2Á'2 + ce.) + - {ÁSA'S - c.c.}2 < 0. 

The stated result follows because condition (2.21) holds under any of the assumptions stated 
in cases (i) and (ii), as is readily seen using (2.2) and (2.6). This completes the proof. D 

Remark2.9. This result implies that a steady state with nonconstant \AS\ is unstable in the 
following cases: 

(a) If the phase of As is constant, as is the case for all steady states of (1.3) calculatedin [18] 
(plotted in [18, figure 7]). Instability of fhese patterns in the limit |/x| ^> 1 was obtained 
in [26]. 

(b) If r < 1 but the phase of As does not vary much. 
(c) If r > 1, without furtherrestrictions. 

The following result implies that if | As \ oscillates more than once in the period 0 < x < 1, 
then the steady state is unstable. 

Proposition 2.10. Let As be a steady state of(2.2) such that \As(x)\ is not constant and exhibits 
more than one local máximum in the interval 0 < x < 1. Then, As is exponentially unstable. 

Proof. Shift x such that two consecutive máxima are attained at x = 0 and x = i < 1. 
According to remark 2.2, both Rs and 6's are periodic of period l, and (see equation (2.6)) 

Rs(0) = Rs(l), R's(0) = R's(l) = 0, e's{Q) = 6's{l). (2.22) 

Also, the ñinctions (2.16) are eigenfunctions of (2.14)-(2.15) associated with the zero 
eigenvalue. Thus, 

Y = A'-W(Q)AS 



is also an eigenfunction associated with the zero eigenvalue, and since A's = (R's + iRs9¡,)eies, 
according to (2.22) we have Y(0) = Y {i) = 0. Then, the function X, deflned as X = Y if 
0 < x < i and X = 0iíl<x<l and extended to the whole line R by means of (2.15), is 
in H1 but is not analytic, and satisfles 

A(X) = 0. 

This is seen by multiplying the eigenvalue equation (2.14) (with X = 0) by X, integrating 
in 0 < x < i, integrating by parts, and taking into account that X(0) = X(l) = 0 and 
(ÁSX + c e ) = (ÁSA'S + c e ) = \As(l)\

2 - |AS(0)|2 = 0. Thus, lemma 2.6 yields the stated 
result, and the proof of the theorem is complete. D 

As a straightforward consequence of the result above, we have the following generalization 
of the main result in [25] to the nonlocal equation (1.3a), concerning the quasiperiodic steady 
states (such that \AS\ is nonconstant and periodic) of the laterally unbounded problem 

A, = Axx + /J.A- [\A\2 - V(\A(y, t)\2)]A in - oo < x < oo (2.23) 

with 

1 ÍL 

{\A\2}= lim — / |A|2dx =bounded. (2.24) 
L-?oo 2L J_i 

Corollary 2.11. Any (quasiperiodic) steady state ofthe initial valué problem (2.23) such that 
| As | is periodic and nonconstant, is exponentially unstable. 

Proof. The period of As may be set to \ by rescaling x (and also rescaling í, A and \x, in 
order to leave equation (1.3) invariant). Then \AS\ exhibits at least two máxima in 0 < x < 1 
and according to proposition 2.10, As is exponentially unstable as a steady state of (1.3). And 
since all solutions of (1.3) satisfy (2.23)-(2.24), the result follows. D 

According to proposition 2.8, all solutions are unstable if T > 1, but we can obtain the 
same conclusión for T > 0 (which includes the standard, local Ginzburg-Landau equation for 
r = 0). The main idea to obtain this result is as follows. Since the eigenvalues are real, all 
instabilities are associated with bifurcations to steady states, which are ofthe form (2.2), with 
Rs and 6S given by (2.4). Thus, we expect that (2.14)-(2.15) possess the zero eigenvalue if 
and only if the linearization of (2.4a) and (2.4b) around the steady state, namely 

XU = U" + 3c2R;4U + (ji+r{R2} -3R2)U + 2r{RsU}Rs, U(x+1) = U(x), 

(2.25) 

possesses the zero eigenvalue. The relation between the eigenfunctions of both problems is 
obtained by linearizing (2.2) and (2.6), which can also be written as As + X = (Rs + [7)el(es+e) 

and (Rs + U)2(e's + ©') = c. It follows that 

X = (U + iRs@)eie* with 2U9'S + Rs& = 0. (2.26) 

Using (2.26) to relate the eigenfunctions of (2.14)-(2.15) and (2.25), we shall prove that if 
(2.25) has a strictly positive eigenvalue, then (2.14)-(2.15) also has a positive eigenvalue. 
But (2.25) is a scalar equation and its analysis is much simpler. 

Lemma 2.12. Let Rs > 0 be a nonconstant solution of (2.4a) and (2.4b). If (2.25) has an 
eigenvalue such that X > 0, then (2.14)-(2.15) also exhibits a strictly positive eigenvalue. 



Proof. Let U be an eigenfunction of (2.25), with k > 0. Deflning X as in (2.26) and using 
(2.3), (2.6), and (2.25), we obtain (after some algebra) 

XUeie° =X"+(ii + r{\As\
2} -2\AS\

2)X - A2X + T{ÁSX + ASX}AS, 
(2.27) 

X(x + l) = X(x)elv 

which (multiplying (2.27) by X and proceeding as usual) implies that A(X) = —X(U2) < 0, 
and invoking lemma 2.6 we obtain the result. D 

Lemma 2.13. Let Rs > 0 be a nonconstant solution of(2.4a) and (2.4b), with T > 0. Then 
(2.25)possesses a strictly positive eigenvalue. 

Proof. As in lemma 2.6, the largest eigenvalue of (2.25) satisfles (2.18), with X real and 

A(X) = (X'2 - 3c2R;4X2} - ((/x + T(R2} - 3R2)X2} - 2T(RSX}2, (2.28) 

the minimizers being analytic in R. On the other hand, U = R's satisfles (2.25) with X = 0, as 
seen by differentiating in (2.3). Thus A(R'S) = 0, 

A(\R'S\) = A(R's) + 2r({RsR's)
2 - {Rs\R's\f) = -2T{RS\R'S\)

2 < 0 

and since the function x ->- \R's\'v& not analytic, it cannot be a minimizer of (2.28). As a 
consequence, the minimum of (2.28) is strictly negative and using (2.18) it follows that the 
máximum eigenvalue of (2.25) must be strictly positive. This completes the proof. D 

Theorem 2.14. Let As be a steady state of (1.3) with Y > 0 such that \AS\ is nonconstant. 
Then the steady state is exponentially ¡instable. 

Proof. We must distinguish two cases. If \AS\ vanishes at some x e R, then according to 
lemma 2.1(ii) the phase of As is constant and the result follows from proposition 2.8(i). If 
instead Rs = \AS\ > 0 in R, then the result is obtained by applying lemmata 2.12 and 2.13. 
Thus, the proof is complete. D 

Remark 2.15. This result in conjunction with our comments at the end of section 1 completely 
solves the large time dynamics of (1.3) for generic initial conditions (namely, not in the stable 
manifolds of an unstable steady state) if r > 0: each bounded solution converges to an 
orbitally stable steady state of the form (2.7)-(2.8); these latter steady states are identifled 
in proposition 2.3. If instead T < 0 we can only assure that certain steady states (see 
propositions 2.7, 2.8, and 2.10) are exponentially unstable. 

3. The problem (1.7) 

The steady states of (1.7) are given by 

A<< + ,xAs + \As\
2As-r(\As\

2}As = 0, As(x + 1) = eIUAs(x). (3.1) 

As can again be written as in (2.2), with Rs and 9S given by (cf (2.4)) 

R'¿ - c2R;3 + fzRs + R¡ - T{R2)RS = 0, Rs(x + 1) = Rs(x), 

(3.2) 

Jo 
6S = c I R,2 dx + constant 

/o 
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Figure 2. Unstable ( ) and stable ( ) spatially uniform SWs of (1.7) for: (a) F < 1 and 
(b) T > 1. Plot (b) also applies to the system (1.4)—(1.5) (replacing A by B) provided that Y2 < 0 
and yon + K2 < 0. 

and the constant c given again by (2.5). Using this new equation, the result in lemma 2.1 still 
holds for this problem. Also, (3.1) exhibits solutions with constant amplitude, of the form 
(2.7), with R„ given by (cf (2.8)) 

li= (v + lmrf-d -T)R2
n. (3.3) 

Thus, these families bifúrcate from the trivial solution, sub-critically if Y < 1 and super-
critically if r > 1. The stability of these steady states is analysed by the dispersión relation 
(cf(2.12)) 

(3.4) 
[X - (1 - r)R%]2 = (1 - T)2R4

n ifm = 0, and 

(X + 4m27t2 -R2)2 = \<im2TZ2{v + 2mz)2 + R4
n iím ^ 0. 

Using this, we have the following counterpart of proposition 2.3, already obtained by Elmer [7]. 

Proposition 3.1. If Y < 1 then all steady states of the form (2.7) are exponentially unstable. 
If r > 1 then these steady states are: (i) orbitally, exponentially stable ifn = 0 and 

R2
0 < 2{n2 - v2) 

and (ii) exponentially unstable if either n ^ 0 or n = 0 and the opposite inequality holds 
(see figure 2). 

Proof. As in proposition 2.3, we only need to use (3.4). D 

The same argument in the proof of proposition 2.7 gives the following: 

Proposition 3.2. Shift x so that Rs is an evenfunction ofx (which according to lemma 2.1 (iii) 
is always possible). Let the integer n, defined in (2.5), be such that \v + 2nn\ > n. Then, 
the steady states defined by (2.2), (3.2), and (2.5), with Rs ^ 0 for all x, are exponentially 
unstable provided that 

(tfs
4(l - eos 2TTX)> + 4TT 

\v +2nn\ 

(R72) 
-7T(R2)) >0 (3.5) 



Proof. The proof of proposition 2.7 extends verbatim, except for the use of equations (3.1) 
and (3.2) (instead of equations (2.1) and (2.4)) and the new deflnition of A (cf (2.17)): 

, 9 9 9 9 (A]X2 + c.c.) -r(ÁsX + c.c.}2 

A(X) = (\X'\2) - <(/x - r<|As|
2> + 2|AS|2)|X|2> - ^ 2 

(3.6) 

D 

Remark 3.3. This result extends the instability result in proposition 3.1 to steady states wifh 
nonconstant \AS\. Namely, these steady states areunstable if either (i) n ^ 0 or (ii) n = 0 but 
Rs is sufflciently large. 

The result in lemma 2.6 still applies and we have the following counterpart of 
proposition 2.10: 

Proposition 3.4. Any steady state of(1.7) such that \AS \ is not constant and exhibits more than 
one local máximum in 0 < x < 1 is exponentially unstable. 

Proof. The proof of proposition 2.10 extends verbatim, except for the changes mentioned in 
the proof of proposition 3.2. D 

Finally, the result in theorem 2.14 also applies to (1.7) if Y < 0. More precisely, we have 
the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.5. If Y < 0 then any steady state of (1.7) such that \AS\ is not constant is 
exponentially unstable. 

Proof. We take X = As. Multiplying (3.1a) by Ás, integrating in 0 < x < 1, integrating by 
parts, and substituting (3.1b), we obtain 

0 = <|r|2> - {Qj, - Y{\AS\
2) + |AS|2)|X|2> = A(X) + 2<(|AS|2 - r<|As|

2»|X|2> > A(X). 

Now, we only need to apply lemma 2.6 (which also holds here) to obtain the stated result. D 

Remark 3.6. The result above cannot be extended to the case T > 0 because in this case 
Matthews and Cox [18] have found steady states of (1.7) such that \AS\ is not constant and 
exhibits only one máximum in 0 < x < 1 (as it must be, see proposition 3.4), in a branch 
that bifurcates super-critically from the flrst branch of steady states wifh constant amplitude. 
Thus, these steady states wifh nonconstant amplitude are exponentially stable, at least near 
threshold. 

4. The problem (1.4)-(1.5) 

If 

KoKi + n T6 0 and y2 < 0, (4.1) 

as we assume hereafter, then all results in sections 2 and 3 can be extended to (1.4)—(1.5). For 
convenience, we use the new variable 

Jo 
f(r¡,t)dr¡, 



to rewrite (1.4)—(1.5) as 

Bt = Bxx + iJ,B-Yo\B\2B-<pxB, <pt = Yi<pxx - Y2(\B\2)X, (4.2) 

B(x + l,t) = évB{x,t), <p(x + l,t) = <p(x,t), <</>>= 0, (4.3) 

where the condition (</>} = 0 is imposed to avoid the spurious symmetry <f> -> <f> + constant. 
The steady states of (4.2)-(4.3) are given by 

( Y\ V/2 , Y2(\BS\
2 - (\BS\

2)) 
BS = (-—-—- AS, <p=n±L^}—U_JL», (4A) 

VIK0K1+K2I/ Y\ 
where As satisfles (2.1) if Y0Y1 + Yi > 0 and (3.1) if yoKi + Yi < 0, with 

Yl 

r = — - — . (4.5) 
Y0Y1 +Y2 

Using these, (2.7)-(2.8) and (3.3), the steady states with constant amplitude are 

B = Rné
{v+2n7t\ 0 = 0, for« = ± l , ± 2 , . . . , (4.6) 

where R„ is given by 

IJ,= (v + 2njT)2 + YoR2
n. (4.7) 

Note that the bifurcation is super-critical (resp., sub-critical) if yo > 0 (resp., yo < 0). 
The linear stability of a steady state, (Bs, 0S), is analysed replacing in (4.2)-(4.3) B — Bs 

and 4> - 4>s by X(x)eXt + Y(x)eXt and $(x)eAí + c e , respectively, and linearizing. As above, 
the resulting problem only exhibits real eigenvalues and (setting Y = X) reduces to 

XX = X"+(ji - 2Yo\Bs\
2 - 4>'S)X - y0B

2X - <t>'Bs, (4.8) 

>,<$> = Yl<$>" - y2(BsX + BSX)>, (4.9) 

X (x + 1) = X (x)eiv, $ ( x + l ) = $(x). (4.10) 

Thus, instability sets in only as X = 0. 
The stability of the steady states (4.6) is considered in the following result (see figures 1 

and 2), already obtained by Matthews and Cox [18]. 
Proposition 4.1. IfYoYi+Y2 > 0(resp., Y0Y1+Y2 < 0), then the steady states (4.6) are orbitally 
exponentially stable ifeither n = 0 or n ^ 0 and R2 > 2yi[(v + 2mz)2 — TT2]/\YOYI + K2I, 
(resp., n = OandR2-, < 2yi(;r2 - v2)/|y0yi + y2\)and(ii) exponentially unstable ifn ^ Oand 
R2„ < 2yi[(v+2«7r)2-7T2]/|y0yi + y2| (resp., eithern = OandR2, > 2y1(7r2-v2)/|y0yi + y2|, 
or n ^ 0). 

Proof. As in theproofs of propositions 2.3 and 3.1, the dispersión relation is obtained in closed 
form, and the result follows. D 

As in section 2, the máximum eigenvalue of (4.8)-(4.10) is given by (cf (2.18)) 

í B(X, $) 1 
A.M = - min \ „ \ : (0, 0) =¿ (X, <t>) e E \, 

1 <|X|2 - $2/(2y2)> '^ J 

where £ = {(X, $) e H1 x H1 : X(x+1) = évX{x), $(x + 1) = $(x) for allx, ($) = 0 } 
and 

B(X, $) = / i X f - ^ - \ - <(/x - 2y0|fis|
2 - <P<S)\X\2) 

Yo{B2X2+c.c.) , -
+ y x s ^ - + {<t>'(BsX + c.c.)). (4.11) 



We have the following counterpart of lemma 2.6, which is again the key ingredient to extend 
the instability results in sections 2 and 3. 

Lemma 4.2. Let (Bs, <ps) be a steady state of(4.2)-(4.3). If (X, <t>) e E is such that either 
(i) B(X, 4>) < 0, or (ii) (X, $) is not an eigenfunction of (4.8)-(4.10) (which happens in 
particular if either X or $ is not analytic) and B(X, 4>) = 0, then (4.8)-(4.10) has a strictly 
positive eigenvalue. 

Proof. The argument in the proof of lemma 2.6 applies again. D 

Using this we can prove the following result, already obtained by Norbury et al 
[26, lemma 3] for steady states with constant phase, which allows us to extend to (4.8)-(4.10) 
all instability results in sections 2 and 3. 

Lemma 4.3. Let (Bs, <f>s) be a steady state of (4.2)-(4.3), and let As deflned by (4.4a) be 
the associated steady state of (1.3) (resp., (1.7)) ifyoYi + Yi > 0 (resp., if YoYi + Yi < 0), 
with r as deflned in (4.5). If As is exponentially unstable, then (Bs, <f>s) is also exponentially 
unstable. 

Proof. Since As is exponentially unstable, the linearized eigenvalue problem (2.14)-(2.15) 
possesses a strictly positive eigenvalue, with an eigenfunction Y such that A(Y) < 0, where 
A is as deflned in (2.17) (resp., (3.6)). Substituting (4.4)-(4.5), 

Y2[BSX +ce. -{BsX + c.c.}l 
X = Y, and $ = 

Y\ 
into the right-hand side of (4.11), we obtain B(Y, 4>) = A(Y) < 0. Now, we only need to 
apply lemma 4.2 to obtain the stated result. D 

Using this and the instability results in sections 2 and 3, we have the following fheorem. 

Theorem 4.4. A steady state of (4.2)-(4.3) such that \BS\ is not constant is exponentially 
unstable in each of the following cases: 

(i) \BS\ > 0 is not constant and exhibits more than one local máximum in 0 < x < 1. 
(ii) YoYi + Yi > 0 and one of the following conditions holds: 

(ii-1) Bs exhibits a constant phase (namely, Bs = Rs(x)elc, with c = constant and Rs not 
necessarily of constant sign, which requires that v = 0 or n). 

(ii-2) Bs = Rse
l8s, with 6S nonconstant and 

/fí2fía, YoYiíOsd) - 0S(0)12 

(KoKi+K2)<tf72>2 ' 
(ii-3) Bs = Rse

l9s, with 6S nonconstant and 
YoYi + Yi A í\v + 2nn\ -, \ 
— — — { R A A \ -cos27rx)>+47r ^— -JT{R2)) > 0, 

provided that \ v + 2n \ > n. 

Proof. The result follows by applying lemma 4.3 and propositions 2.8, 2.10, 3.2 and 3.4. D 

Remarks 4.5. 

(A) Since YI < 0 (see (4.1)), Y and YoYi + Yi exhibit opposite signs (see (4.5)) and the stronger 
instability results in theorems 2.14 and 3.5 cannot be extended to the system (4.2)-(4.3). 



(B) In the sub-critical case with y0Ki + K2 < O, Matthews and Cox [18] and Norbury et al 
[26] have found orbitally, exponentially stable steady states of (4.2)-(4.3) such that \BS\ 
is not constant and exhibits only one máximum in 0 < x < 1. 

(C) The result in part (ii-1) was already obtained in [26] in the limit |/x| y>> 1. The results in 
parts (i) and (ii-1) show that the 'type II' and 'type III' solutions found in [26], and those 
in [18, figures 6 and 7] are all unstable. The results (i), (ii-2), and (ii-3) would be useful 
to ensure the instability of many steady states with varying amplitude and phase, which 
unfortunately were not considered in [26]. 

5. Concluding remarks 

We have analysed the stability of the steady states of some problems involving the Ginzburg-
Landau equation with real coefficients, which are summarized here for convenience. 

For the nonlocal equation (1.3), we have shown that all steady states such that \A\ is 
nonconstant are exponentially unstable if Y > 0 (theorem 2.14). This result solves an open 
problem for the standard, local (Y = 0) Ginzburg-Landau equation with real coefficients. 
For T < 0 we have still obtained instability of the steady states such that either (a) \AS\ 
exhibits more than one local máximum in 0 < x < 1 (proposition 2.10), or (b) the phase of 
As is constant (proposition 2.8(i)), or (c) \AS\ > 0 and the phase of As does not vary much 
compared with the variation of \AS\ (proposition 2.8(ii)), or (d) \v + 2n\ > n and \A\ is not 
too large (proposition 2.7). For the nonlocal equation (1.7), as a main result, we have again 
shown that all steady states such that | A| is nonconstant are unstable if Y < 0 (theorem 3.5). 
If T > 0 we have still shown that the steady states with nonconstant \A\ are still unstable 
provided that either (a) \A\ exhibits at least two máxima in 0 < x < 1 (proposition 3.4), or 
(b) |phase of A(l) -phase of A(0)| > n, provided that \A\ is not too small (proposition 3.2). 
With these, we have completed previous instability results on (a) constant-amplitude steady 
states [7] and (b) amplitude-modulated steady states in the particular cases in which (b-1) the 
nonlocal term is absent ( r = 0) and the domain is laterally unbounded [25] and (b-2) v = 0 
or 7t, the steady state exhibits constant phase and |/x| > 1 [26]. 

For the problem (1.4)—(1.5), with y2 < 0, we have shown (theorem 4.4) that the 
steady states with nonconstant \B\ are unstable if |B | exhibits more than one máximum in 
0 < x < 1. If, in addition, y0Ki + K2 > 0, fhen the steady states with nonconstant |fi| 
are still unstable provided that either they exhibit a constant or almost constant phase, or 
Iphase of B{\) -phase of fi(0)| > n and |fi| is not too small. These results complete previous 
instability results on the constant amplitude steady states [18] and the amplitude-modulated 
steady states with constant phase for |/x| > 1 [26]. 
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